illustrated by Val Kells "Finally! A truly comprehensive and well-illustrated field guide to the fishes of the Chesapeake Bay is available." -Mariner Chesapeake 2013 360 pp., 251 color illus., 2 maps 978-1-4214-0768-5 $24.95 paperback Front Stoops in the Fifties Baltimore Legends Come of Age Michael Olesker "A highly readable local history lesson on the good, the bad, and the ugly of life here in the extremely edgy city of Baltimore, Maryland. Michael Olesker digs deep and his scathing, alarming, and sometimes hilarious reporting of our past asks the question-have we come a long way in fifty years or are our race and class issues still scarily the same?" -John Waters 2013 248 pp., 11 halftones 978-1-4214-1160-6 $29.95 hardcover Also available as an e-book Football in Baltimore History and Memorabilia from Colts to Ravens second edition Ted Patterson with contributions by Dean Smith photographs by Edwin H. Remsberg forewords by Michael Gibbons and Raymond Berry 2013 192 pp., 101 b&w photos 978-1-4214-1085-2 $34.95 hardcover Also available as an e-book
The second edition of Ted Patterson's illustrated history of football in Baltimore continues the story of the Raven's success-from their first Super Bowl victory in 2001 to the emotional parade through downtown Baltimore after winning Super Bowl XLVII. Patterson is joined by Baltimore poet and sports aficionado Dean Smith, whose new chapters capture the energy of Purple Fridays, the larger-than-life personalities of the players, and the city's embrace of the Ravens as a reflection of Baltimore itself. 2013 300 pp., 60 color illus., 214 b&w photos 978-1-4214-1236-8 $44.95 hardcover Also available as an e-book Who Owns America's Past?
The Smithsonian and the Problem of History Robert C. Post "Robert Post's study of the evolution of America's premier museum is authoritative, thorough, and engagingly written by a curatorial insider with a critical perspective. This is institutional history in the very best sense because it highlights the role of individuals as well as ideas. We also gain insight into the museum's place in national politics." -Michael Kammen, Cornell University, and Past President, Organization of American Historians 
D. Scott Hartwig
"By far the best work done on the Maryland Campaign, To Antietam Creek will set the standard for many, many years to come." -Thomas G. Clemens, Save Historic Antietam Foundation 2012 808 pp., 25 halftones 978-1-4214-0631-2 $49.95 hardcover Also available as an e-book
Maryland's Civil War Photographs
The Sesquicentennial Collection Ross J. Kelbaugh "In a very remarkable collection . . . this finely bound and printed book presents the work of skilled photographers who captured soldiers and civilians, prisoners of war, and working artisans while they were at the studio, on the battlefield, in the campsite, the hospital, and the home front." George W. Hilton "Hilton can examine a balance sheet without forgetting the flanged drivers that generated its figures; to the past he can be sympathetic without letting the sentiment become sticky. In eight chapters he moves across the years from 3-foot beginnings to the road's World War I peak and beyond the lean times, amputation, and a 1960 I.C.C. refusal of an abandonment petition. His text is supported by a chronology, all-time engine and equipment rosters, employee timecard, maps, even a dispatcher's train sheet . . . The photo count exceeds 175 and these are supplemented by side and end elevation drawings of several locomotives and doodlebug 62." -Trains 1999 248 pp., 170 halftones, 28 line drawings 978-0-8018-6294-6 $24.00 paperback Join our email list and receive updates on the latest titles.
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